Announcement of Candidates
for elections at the FINA General Congress 2021
5th June 2021 - Doha (Qatar)

According to the FINA Rule C 24.12, the Ethics Panel received and reviewed nominations and curricula vitae of the candidates from National Federations and/or Continental Organisations for all positions on the Bureau, Committees, Judicial Panels, Honorary positions. The Ethics Panel performed the review of received nominations and in compliance with the FINA Rule C 24.13 made a decision on the eligibility of each candidates based on eligibility criteria as determined by the Ethics Panel.

The Milestones for the FINA General Congress 2021 prescribes that the FINA Executive Director shall notify to each National Federation, by 5 April 2021 at the latest, the candidates for the positions of President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Bureau members, the recommendation of the FINA Bureau pertaining to the election of the Audit Committee’s members and the proposal of the FINA Bureau pertaining to the election of the Ethics Panel’s members.

Eligible Candidates to the positions (as on the 26th of May 2021):

FINA Bureau (President, Vice Presidents, Treasurer, and Bureau members)
Ethics Panel
Audit Committee

FINA BUREAU

Africa
Sam Ramsamy (RSA) - Vice-President
Zouheir El Moufti (MAR) - Bureau
Donald Rukare (UGA) - Bureau
Mohamed Diop (SEN) - Bureau
Doreen Tiborcz (MRI) - Bureau (World at Large)

America
Juan Carlos Orihuela Garcete (PAR) – Vice-President
Errol Clarke (BAR) – Bureau
Cheryl Gibson (CAN) – Bureau
Dale Neuburger (USA) – Bureau and Treasurer
Algernon Cargill (BAH) - Bureau (World at Large)
Veronica Stanham (URU) – Bureau (World at Large)
Juan Santiago Estrada Garcia (NCA) – Bureau (World at Large) candidature withdrawn by the NF on 15 April 2021

Asia
Capt. Husain Al Musallam (KUW) - President
Zhou Jihong (CHN) – Vice-President
Taha Al Kishry (OMA) - Bureau  
Andrey Kryukov (KAZ) - Bureau  
Daichi Suzuki (JPN) – Bureau (World at Large)  
Virendra Nanavati (IND) – Bureau (World at Large)

**Europe**
- Paolo Barelli (ITA) - Vice-President  
- Fernando Carpena (ESP) - Bureau  
- Dimitrios Diathesopoulos (GRE) - Bureau  
- David Sparkes (GBR) - Bureau  
- Antonio da Silva (POR) - Bureau (World at Large)  
- Erik Van Heijningen (NED) - Bureau (World at Large)  
- Bartolo Consolo (SUI) – Bureau (World at Large)  
- Vladimir Salnikov (RUS) – Bureau (World at Large)  
- Andrii Vlaskov (UKR) – Bureau (World at Large)  
- Erkan Yalcin (TUR) – Bureau (World at Large)  *candidature withdrawn by the NF on 6 April 2021*

**Oceania**
- Matthew Dunn (AUS) – Vice-President  
- Romani Katoa (COK) – Bureau (World at Large)

**FINA ETHICS PANEL**
- Rashid Alanezi*  
- Abdon Deguenon*  
- Chris Fydler*  
- Jean Gay*  
- Giancarlo Guarino  
- Raymond Hack*  
- William J Hybl*  
- Alberton Palomar Olmeda  
- Edward Maurice Watkins  
- Jann Siefken - *candidature withdrawn by the NF on 20 May 2021*

On 3 March 2021, the FINA Bureau decided to propose the FINA Congress to elect as Ethics Panel's members the candidates marked with an asterisk (*).  

**FINA AUDIT COMMITTEE**
- Jan Exner*  
- Gustavo Mastroianni*  
- Stephen Paris  
- Debendranath Sarangi*
On 3 March 2021, the FINA Bureau decided to recommend the FINA Congress to elect as Audit Committee’s members the candidates marked with an asterisk (*).

Candidates may promote their candidature, subject to observing all FINA rules, including the provisions provided under FINA Rules BL 3.9 and 3.10.

First and foremost, candidates shall promote their candidacies with dignity and moderation. They are bound and shall comply with all the provisions of the FINA Code of Ethics.

Secondly, candidates may outline and describe in a written document addressed to FINA Members his or her plans and view as future FINA Bureau Member and, if applicable, as future holder of the specific function(s) for which he or she has submitted a candidature. Copies of any document used to support a candidature shall be provided by the Candidate to the FINA Electoral Commission for review.

FINA office
Lausanne, 26 May 2021